Research Paper notation key

- **A** = Awkward sentence structure
- **AP** = Use Appendix
- **B** = bibliography issues
- **C** = Chronology
- **CT** = Don’t use Chapter/Section titles
- **D** = Demonstrate [support]
- **DS** = Double Space
- **E** = Examples
- **F** = Format
- **FS** = Font size
- **G** = Good
- **H** = How
- **I** = Incomplete sentence
- **ID** = Indentation
- **L** = Length of paper
- **M** = Margins
- **N** = Name
- **NC** = Necessary?
- **%** = percentage from internet
- **#** = Documentation needed
- **#M** = Documentation method/structure
- **#S** = Number of sources
- **NP** = New Page needed
- **NPP** = Don’t use personal pronouns
- **O** = Organization [order in bibliography]
- **P** = Punctuation
- **PQ** = Parenthetic Quotation
- **Q** = Quotation [needed/begin-end?]
- **R** = Run-on Sentence
- **Rel** = Relevance
- **Sp** = Spelling
- **SS** = Single Space
- **ST** = Scholarly ‘tone’ needed
- **T** = Transitions
- **Th** = Thesis
- **TP** = Title Page
- **V** = Inaccurate [veracity]
- **VT** = verb tense agreement
- **Y** = why
- **WD** = well done
- **X** = Excellent point/job
- **+** = Good point
- **?** = Unclear
- **¶** = Paragraphs needed

__% = numerical percentage earned